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Hybrid Precoding for Massive MIMO with Low
Rank Channels: A Two-Stage User Scheduling

Approach
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Fusco, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—To fully reap the benefits of massive multiple-input
multiple-output hybrid analog and digital precoding in frequency
division duplexing single-cell systems, a two-stage precoder is
developed utilizing the signal-to-leakage-plus-noise ratio metric.
The main idea of this technique is to jointly design the analog
precoder based only on the long-term channel statistics informa-
tion at the transmitter, i.e., the channel mean and reconstructed
reduced rank covariance statistics, while the digital precoder is
designed based on the instantaneous channel state information
of the reduced dimensionality effective reconstructed channel.
Consequently, we can significantly reduce the downlink training
and uplink feedback overhead analogously to the rank of the
resultant effective channel. The two extremes of full channel
state information at the transmitter (CSIT) and statistical CSIT
are also investigated. The performance gap between the full and
statistical CSIT corroborates the importance of the proposed
two-stage CSIT approach. These precoders are then extended to
multi-cell systems. It is shown that the digital baseband precoder
design problem reduces to the generalized Rayleigh quotient
problem, while the analog precoder design problem reduces
to the quotient trace problem, also known as the ratio trace
problem. These dimensionality reduction problems are solved via
the generalized eigenvalue decomposition method. Finally, in the
presence of multiuser diversity where only a subset of the users
are scheduled, to considerably alleviate the channel estimation
and feedback overhead burden, a low-complexity one-stage and
two-stage CSIT joint user scheduler and precoder algorithms are
developed.

Index Terms—Hybrid analog and digital precoding, multiuser
MIMO systems, sum spectral efficiency, statistical CSIT, signal-
to-leakage-plus-noise ratio (SLNR), two-stage precoding, zero-
forcing (ZF).

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTIUSER massive multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) systems have attracted a lot of research inter-

est due to their ability to significantly improve the achievable
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throughput [2]–[6]. Over the same time-frequency transmis-
sion resources, massive MIMO can simultaneously serve mul-
tiple users in a space division multiple access (SDMA) manner.
However, such systems require a dedicated radio-frequency
(RF) chain for each antenna element, resulting in high cost and
power consumption at the base station (BS). To alleviate these
issues, hybrid analog and digital precoding transceivers have
been recently investigated, where a much smaller number of
RF chains are connected to a massive number of antennas via
a set of low power and cost analog phase shifters. These kinds
of structures divide the precoding and beamforming operations
between the digital baseband and analog RF domains [7]–[9].

To fully reap the benefits of multiuser massive MIMO, full
channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT) is required
in order to accurately serve multiple users with the least possi-
ble multiuser interference [10]–[12]. However, the acquisition
and feedback overhead of instantaneous CSIT is the bottleneck
of multiuser massive MIMO systems in cellular networks,
where frequency-division duplexing (FDD) is utilized.1 In
FDD systems, the uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) channels
have to be estimated separately as they operate in different
frequency bands. Therefore, in order to have instantaneous
CSIT with the aid of training symbols, the channel has to
be estimated at each user terminal and then fed back to the
BS via a low-rate feedback channel. The bottleneck with FDD
massive MIMO systems is that the training and feedback over-
head resources scale with the number of BS antennas [5], [13]–
[15]. Therefore, to reap the benefits of massive MIMO in FDD
systems, as in the case of massive MIMO in time-division du-
plexing (TDD) systems, where the reciprocity of the channel is
being leveraged, channel dimensionality reduction techniques
have been proposed. In this context, a technique called joint
spatial division and multiplexing (JSDM) was proposed in [14]
for single-cell massive MIMO systems. In this work, channel
dimensionality reduction is performed in two-stages; a pre-
beamforming stage, which utilizes the channel second-order
statistics to divide users into groups based on the similarities
of their correlation structure, followed by a multiuser MIMO
precoding stage, that eliminates multiuser interference within
each group, designed based on full CSIT of the reduced
dimensionality effective channel. The JSDM technique was
extended to the multi-cell scenario in [16], where the outer

1Since FDD mode dominates current wireless cellular networks, it is of
practical interest to design transceivers that leverage massive MIMO in FDD
mode.
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precoder was used to alleviate inter-cell interference, relying
only on the second order channel statistics2, while the inner
precoder mitigates intra-cell interference leveraging full CSIT
of a reduced dimensionality effective channel.

Most previous works on hybrid precoding design the analog
and digital precoders based on the assumption of full CSIT
(see e.g., [17]–[20]). However, the acquisition of perfect
CSIT in hybrid precoding imposes substantial challenges in
both TDD and FDD systems. The hybrid structure makes it
infeasible to acquire the entire channel of all antennas since
the channel estimator in the baseband pinpoints only to a
reduced dimensionality channel through a fewer number of
RF chains. In this context, the authors in [2] utilized the
covariance channel statistics for the design of the digital
precoder, while the analog precoder is designed by beam
search based on a beamsteering codebook. We recall that
the long-term channel statistics remain constant over a longer
period of time compared to instantaneous channel realizations,
thereby offering a significant reduction in pilot symbols and
feedback overhead. Yet, although the statistical CSIT results
in comparable performance with full CSIT at low signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR), its performance saturates at high SNR due
to the residual multiuser interference caused by the unknown
instantaneous variations of the channels. In addition, the
authors in [3] designed the analog precoder based on the
knowledge of channel covariance statistics, utilizing the aver-
aged signal-to-leakage-plus-noise ratio (SLNR) metric, while
the digital precoder was derived by using the regularized zero-
forcing (ZF) technique, exploiting full CSIT of the reduced
dimensionality effective channel.

Statistical beamforming for multiuser massive MIMO sys-
tems have been extensively investigated based on the assump-
tion of correlated Rayleigh fading channels (see e.g., [21],
[22]) and cannot be easily generalized to scenarios where we
have a dominant line-of-sight (LOS) component. In the context
of Rician fading channels, the authors in [4], [23] exploited the
knowledge of channel mean information at the transmitter to
introduce a sub-optimal precoder for the traditional fully digi-
tal structure. Therefore, contrary to prior works, we consider a
two-stage hybrid precoding in generalized fading conditions,
namely rank deficient correlated Rician fading channels. This
generalized model is suitable for dense small cell networks,
vehicular networks, indoor applications, and millimeter wave
(mmWave) propagation scenarios. Consequently, in the two-
stage precoder, the analog precoder is determined by the
knowledge of the direct LOS path components and recon-
structed reduced rank channel covariance matrices of the users,
whereas the digital precoder utilizes perfect CSIT of the
reduced dimensionality reconstructed effective channel.

The main contributions of this work are listed as follows:
1) A new two-stage CSIT hybrid precoder design is pro-

posed for FDD multiuser massive MIMO systems. In
this work, the analog and digital precoders are jointly
designed by utilizing the SLNR metric. In contrast to
the traditional literature where the analog precoder is de-

2Paper [16] assumes that each BS serves one cluster of users, thus users
in each BS share the same covariance statistics.

signed by utilizing only the second order channel statis-
tics; in particular, the knowledge of the channel mean
and reconstructed reduced rank covariance statistics are
leveraged to determine a closed-form analog precoder,
whereas a closed-form baseband precoder is proposed
by utilizing full CSIT of the reduced dimensionality re-
constructed effective channel. The reconstructed reduced
rank covariance statistics leverages only the dominant
eigenmodes defined through the notion of effective rank.

2) The case of statistical CSIT is also investigated where
closed-form analog and digital precoders are presented.
In statistical CSIT, these precoders are designed based
on the knowledge of channel mean and reconstructed
reduced rank covariance statistics. Meanwhile, for com-
parison purposes, the case of full CSIT is also consid-
ered. The proposed precoders are then generalized to
multi-cell systems.

3) Based on the derived closed-form precoders, low-
complexity leakage based user scheduling algorithms
are proposed for the full CSIT, two-stage CSIT, and
statistical CSIT scenarios. Motivated by the fact that
user scheduling consumes a considerable amount of
CSIT acquisition and feedback overhead, and that the
scheduling and beamforming stage could get away with
coarse CSIT, e.g., statistical CSIT. We emphasize that
this is done by leveraging only the first and recon-
structed second order channel statistics information at
the BS, we schedule users that have statistically semi-
orthogonal dominant eigendirections, i.e., spatially well
separated users with nearly non-overlapping eigendirec-
tions, thereby significantly alleviating the CSIT acquisi-
tion overhead burden for the baseband precoder design
in the second stage of the two-stage CSIT precoder.
Therefore, only full CSIT of the reduced dimensionality
reconstructed effective channels of the scheduled users
are acquired and fed back to the BS.

A. Paper Organization

Section II introduces the system and channel model. In
Section III, the design of baseband and analog precoders in
the presence of full CSIT is investigated, whereas Section IV
considers the same design problem for the case of statistical
CSIT. Section V proposes a two-stage CSIT precoder. In Sec-
tion VI, three low-complexity user schedulers are introduced.
Section VII presents the numerical results, while Section VIII
concludes the paper.

B. Notations

Bold lower (upper) case letters denote vectors (matrices).
The notations Xk, XT , X†, X−1, and Tr (X) denote the
matrix X that excludes column xk, the transpose, conjugate
transpose, inverse and trace of a matrix X , respectively. Also,
[X]m,n and ] [X]m,n denote the (m, n)

th element of the
matrix X and its phase; ‖·‖ and |·| denote the Euclidean norm
and absolute value operators, respectively; E (·) denotes the
expectation operator, whereas ul [X] and λl [X] are the lth

dominant eigenvector and the corresponding eigenvalue of the
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matrix X , with λmax [X] = λ1 [X] and umax [X] = u1 [X];
diag (x1, x2, . . . , xN ) denotes a diagonal matrix with diag-
onal elements {x1, x2, . . . , xN}, whilst d·e is the ceiling
operator.

II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL

Consider a single-cell multiuser MIMO DL system, where
a BS equipped with NBS antennas and NRF RF chains serves
K single antenna users, where K ≤ NRF ≤ NBS . A hybrid
analog RF precoder F ∈ CNBS×NRF and a digital baseband
precoder W ∈ CNRF×K are deployed at the BS. As a network
of phase shifters is used to represent the analog precoding
stage with phase-only control, thus, its entries are restricted to
have a constant modulus, i.e.,

∣∣∣[F ]m,n

∣∣∣ = 1√
NBS

.
To explicitly take into account the dominant LOS com-

ponent, in addition to the low rank property of the channel
covariance matrix, the kth user downlink channel model is
defined as3

hk =

√
Kk

Kk + 1
hLOS, k +

√
1

Kk + 1
UkΛ

1
2

k hNLOS, k, (1)

where Kk is the ratio between the specular LOS and scattered
non-LOS (NLOS) channel components, known as the Rician
K-factor for the kth user, Σk = UkΛkU

†
k is the eigenvalue

decomposition for the kth user NLOS channel covariance
matrix, Λk is an rk×rk diagonal matrix whose entries are the
rk ≤ NBS nonzero eigenvalues of Σk organized in a descend-
ing order, defined as4 rk = rank (Σk), Uk ∈ CNBS×rk is a
semi-unitary matrix consists of the eigenvectors of Σk corre-
sponding to the nonzero eigenvalues. Also, hNLOS, k ∈ Crk×1
denotes the random NLOS channel for the kth user, whose
entries are independent and identically distributed (i. i. d.)
random variables and distributed according to CN (0, 1),
while hLOS, k ∈ CNBS×1 represents the deterministic (LOS)
component, satisfying ‖hLOS, k‖2 = NBS , defined as

hLOS, k =
[
1 e−j

2πd
λ sin(ϕk) . . . e−j

2πd
λ (NBS−1) sin(ϕk)

]T
, (2)

where λ is the wavelength, d is the inter-antenna spacing,
and ϕk is the kth user angle-of-departure (AoD), which is
uniformly distributed according to ϕk ∼ U

(
−π2 ,

π
2

)
.

The one-ring local scattering correlation model is used here,
where the (m, n)

th entry of Σk is given as [25, Eq. (21)]

[Σk]m, n =
1

2∆k

φk+∆k�

φk−∆k

e−j
2πd
λ (n−m) sin(θk)dθk, (3)

where ∆k denotes the kth user azimuth angular spread, φk is
the kth user central azimuth angle, and θk is the kth user actual
AoD, distributed according to θk ∼ U (φk −∆k, φk +∆k).

The composite transmitted signal at the BS is given as

x = FWPs =

K∑
j=1

√
PjFwjsj , (4)

3The Karhunen–Loève correlated channel model representation is extended
here for the case where there is a strong LOS component.

4The rank of the channel covariance matrix depends on the angular spread,
inter-antenna spacing, and wavelength [14], [24].

where s ∈ CK×1 = [s1 s2 . . . sK]
T are the payload

data symbols intended for the K scheduled users, with entries
that are i. i. d. Gaussian random variables with zero mean
and unit variance, and P = diag

(√
P1,
√
P2, . . . ,

√
PK
)

is
a diagonal power allocation matrix that satisfies the power
constraint, i.e., the total transmit power

∑K
j=1 Pj = P .

For ease of exposition, the power is equally allo-
cated amongst users,5 i.e., P =

√
P
K IK, resulting in∑K

j=1 ‖Fwj‖2 = K, hence, in this work, we normalize F

and W such that ‖Fwj‖2 = 1.
Remark 1. Due to the small angular spread of the incom-
ing/outgoing multipaths at the BS, massive MIMO channels
tend to very often have low rank structure with rk � NBS
[14], [24], [27]. Furthermore, it is observed that some of
the rk nonzero eigenvalues of Σk are extremely small, and
as such could be ignored, resulting in an effective rank of
reff, k � rk � NBS . For instance, from (3), if we set
NBS = 64, d = 0.5, φk = π

6 , and ∆k = 15o, these settings
result in a covariance matrix of rank rk = 38 including
some extremely small nonzero eigenvalues. Meanwhile, the
effective rank (based on (5) below) is only reff, k = 26. As
a consequence, the chosen effective rank will substantially
impact the overall system performance. For this reason, we
now pursue a detailed analysis of this metric.

Definition 2. The effective rank, which captures the number
of dominant eigenmodes of the channel covariance matrix Σk,
is defined as [28]

reff, k = dexp [H (σ1, σ2, . . . , σrk)]e (5)

where σl = λl[Σk]∑rk
l=1 λl[Σk]

, and H (σ1, σ2, . . . , σrk) is the

Shannon (spectral) entropy,6 given by H (σ1, σ2, . . . , σrk) =
−
∑rk
l=1 σl log (σl).

A. Dominant Eigenspace Reconstruction

Motivated by the introduced effective rank in (5) and the
work in [5], [29], we henceforth explicitly take into account
only the dominant eigenspace of the channel in the design of
F and W , thus, substantially reducing the training sequence
and feedback overhead. Hence, F and W are designed
based on the reconstructed channels and covariance matrices
ĥk, Σeff, k ∀ k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} at the BS. Therefore, the kth

user downlink channel model is now represented as

hk = ĥk + h̃k, (6)

where ĥk =
√

Kk
Kk+1hLOS, k+

√
1

Kk+1U eff, kΛ
1
2

eff, khNLOS, eff, k

is the dominant eigenspace reconstructed channel, U eff, k =
Uk (:, 1 : reff, k), the reff, k dominant eigenvectors corre-
sponding to Λeff, k, with reff, k given in (5), Λeff, k =

5Since the focus of this work is on the analog and digital precoder design,
a uniform power allocation is considered herein for the sake of analytical
tractability. In our future work, the results of this work will be extended to
more advanced power allocation schemes, e.g., the max min weighted SINR
formula [26].

6The entropy is a measure of the average uncertainty of a random variable,
and has been extensively used as a measure of the effective dimensionality
[28].
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Λk (1 : reff, k, 1 : reff, k), the reff, k dominant eigenvalues of
Σk, and hNLOS, eff, k ∈ Creff, k×1 with i. i. d. entries dis-
tributed according to CN (0, 1), whereas the residual er-
ror is given as h̃k =

√
1

Kk+1U res, kΛ
1
2

res, khNLOS, res, k,
with U res, k = Uk (:, reff, k + 1 : rk), the remaining rk −
reff, k non-dominant eigenvectors corresponding to Λres, k,
Λres, k = Λk (reff, k + 1 : rk, reff, k + 1 : rk), the remaining
rk−reff, k non-dominant eigenvalues of Σk, and hNLOS, res, k ∈
C(rk−reff, k)×1. Note that for brevity, only the reconstruction
error due to reduced rank channel covariance matrix is in-
vestigated herein, whilst channel estimation and quantization
errors due to training sequences and UL feedback are ignored.

In the presence of reconstructed reduced rank channels at
the BS, the received signal at the kth user is written as

yk =
√
Pkĥ

†
kFwksk︸ ︷︷ ︸

desired signal

+
√
Pkh̃

†
kFwksk︸ ︷︷ ︸

reconstruction residual

+ h†k

∑
j 6=k

√
PjFwjsj︸ ︷︷ ︸

multiuser interference

+ nk︸︷︷︸
AWGN noise

, (7)

where nk is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the
kth user, distributed as nk ∼ CN

(
0, σ2

)
.

Therefore, conditioned on ĥk, the signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the kth user is written as

SINRk =
ρ
∣∣∣ĥ†kFwk

∣∣∣2
1 + ρ

∣∣∣h̃†kFwk

∣∣∣2 + ρ
∑
j 6=k

∣∣∣h†kFwj

∣∣∣2 , (8)

where ρ = P
Kσ2 is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

Our objective is to derive closed-form solutions for the
F and W precoders such that the spectral efficiency is
maximized. The achievable sum spectral efficiency of the
system is expressed as

Rsum =

K∑
k=1

Rk =

K∑
k=1

E [log2 (1 + SINRk)] . (9)

Finding the optimal F and W which maximize the achiev-
able sum spectral efficiency in (9) is a challenging non-
convex optimization problem due to the coupling between the
baseband precoders {wk, k = 1, . . . , K} in each user’s SINR
in (8). As a consequence, maximum ratio transmission (MRT)
and ZF schemes are two well known techniques utilized to
obtain sub-optimal closed-form precoders (see e.g., [7], [12],
[17], [30] among others). The MRT scheme selfishly finds the

precoder which maximizes the numerator in (8),
∣∣∣ĥ†kFwk

∣∣∣2,
while ignoring the impact of multiuser interference. On the
other hand, the ZF scheme completely nulls out the negative
effect of multiuser interference in the denominator, i.e., forces∑
j 6=k

∣∣∣ĥ†kFwj

∣∣∣2 = 0, by ignoring the impact of AWGN
noise.

To avoid tackling the coupled optimization problem in
(9), we leverage the signal-to-leakage-plus-noise ratio (SLNR)
metric, which leads to a near optimal closed-form solution, and
has been recently investigated in [2], [3], [10], [11], [29], [31].

The SLNR at the kth user is defined as7 [11]

SLNRk =
ρ
∣∣∣ĥ†kFwk

∣∣∣2
1 + ρ

∣∣∣h̃†kFwk

∣∣∣2 + ρ
∑
j 6=k

∣∣∣h†jFwk

∣∣∣2 . (10)

Let V be the unconstrained analog precoder,8 then the
constrained analog precoder F can be found by solving [3]

F ? = argmin
F

‖V − F ‖2F

s. t.
∣∣∣[F ]m,n

∣∣∣ = 1√
NBS

. (11)

A sub-optimal solution to (11) is given by [F ?]m,n =
1√
NBS

exp
(
] [V ]m,n

)
[3].

Therefore, in this paper, the optimal solution which maxi-
mizes the SLNRk in (10) for the unconstrained V is investi-
gated first, such that the constrained F can simply be found
by (11).

III. FULL CSIT

Due to its fewer number of RF chains than BS antennas, it is
infeasible to acquire the entire channel matrix of all antennas
at the BS in the hybrid precoding structure for both TDD and
FDD systems, in addition to the prohibitive CSIT acquisition
and feedback overhead in FDD systems. Therefore, the full
CSIT scenario is considered here simply for benchmarking
against the proposed two-stage CSIT hybrid precoder. In this
section, V and W are both designed based on the recon-
structed reduced rank channel, which significantly reduces
the acquisition and feedback overhead in reconstructing9 the
channels at the BS for the design of V and W .

A. Baseband Precoder Design

From (10), conditioned on the knowledge of the recon-
structed channels ĥk ∀ k, in the absence of residual errors,
the transmitter treats the reconstructed channels as the real
channel coefficients, thus, we formulate the baseband precoder
that maximizes the SLNRk as follows

w?
k = argmax

wk

ρ
∣∣∣ĥ†kV wk

∣∣∣2
1+ρ

∑
j 6=k

∣∣∣ĥ†jV wk

∣∣∣2
s. t. ‖V wk‖2 = 1

. (12)

7The SLNR definition can be alternatively obtained by leveraging the SLNR
leakage space formulation of [29, Eq. (25)], by setting the weighting factors
as ηk, k = ηm, k = ρ. Note that the SINRk in (8) and SLNRk in (10) are
observed at the user side, and not to be confused with the ones utilized for
precoder design at the BS.

8Unlike the constrained analog precoder F where its entries are restricted
to have constant modulus, the unconstrained analog precoder V entries do
not have such constraint and the amplitude and phase of each entry of V can
be controlled.

9In limited feedback systems where finite size codebooks are utilized to
estimate the channel and feedback its index to the BS, a reduced rank channel
results in substantially less quantization error due to the reduced quantization
dimensions.
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Lemma 3. The optimal solution to the baseband precoder in
(12) is derived as

w?
k =

(
V †V + ρ

∑
j 6=k V

†ĥjĥ
†
jV
)−1

V †ĥk∥∥∥∥V (V †V + ρ
∑
j 6=k V

†ĥjĥ
†
jV
)−1

V †ĥk

∥∥∥∥ . (13)

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix A.
Given w?

k in (13), the resultant SLNR for the kth user from
(12) simplifies to

SLNRk = ρ ĥ
†
kV

V †V + ρ
∑
j 6=k

V †ĥjĥ
†
jV

−1 V †ĥk.
(14)

1) Zero-Forcing Precoder: ZF precoding is used in the
baseband to completely eliminate the remaining multiuser
interference due to the constant modulus constraint of the
analog precoder. The digital precoder for the kth user is
designed to lie in the null space of the multiuser interference
channels, wk ∈ null

{
ĥ
†
kV wj

}
∀k 6= j. Therefore, by adding

the constraint ĥ
†
kV wj = 0∀k 6= j, a sub-optimal ZF baseband

precoder is formulated as

wZF
k = argmax

wk

∣∣∣ĥ†kV wk

∣∣∣2
s. t. ‖V wk‖2 = 1 & ĥ

†
kV wj = 0 ∀ k 6= j

,

(15)

Corollary 4. The optimal solution to the constrained opti-
mization problem in (15) is derived as

wZF
k =

P⊥k V
†ĥk∥∥∥V P⊥k V
†ĥk

∥∥∥ , (16)

where P⊥k = INRF − V †Ĥk

(
Ĥ
†
kV V †Ĥk

)−1
Ĥ
†
kV

is the null space projection matrix of the effective
reconstructed channel V †Ĥk, and Ĥk =[
ĥ1, ĥ2, . . . , ĥk−1, ĥk+1, . . . , ĥK

]
is the composite

reconstructed channel matrix which excludes ĥk.

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix B.
The optimal baseband precoder in (13) approaches

the ZF baseband precoder in (16) at high SNR.
This is easily seen from (72) in Appendix B, where

lim
ρ→∞

(
V †V + ρ

∑
j 6=k V

†ĥjĥ
†
jV
)−1

V †ĥk = P⊥k V
†ĥk.

With wZF
k in (16), the resultant SINRk in (8) is simplified as

SINRZF
k =

ρ
∣∣∣ĥ†kV P⊥k V

†ĥk

∣∣∣2∥∥∥V P⊥k V
†ĥk

∥∥∥2 + ρ
∣∣∣h̃†kV P⊥k V

†ĥk

∣∣∣2 . (17)

B. Analog Precoder Design

Since V comprises the precoding vectors of all users, and
although several problem formulations could be investigated,
for the sake of closed-form solutions, we utilize the sum

SLNRk of all users to formulate the optimal analog precoder
design:

V ? = argmax
V

K∑
k=1

SLNRk (18)

where the SLNRk is given in (14).

Proposition 5. A sub-optimal solution to the analog precoder
in (18) is derived as

V ? = U [1:NRF ]

 K∑
k=1

INBS + ρ

K∑
j=1

ĥjĥ
†
j

−1 ĥkĥ†k

(19)

where U [1:NRF ] = U (:, 1 : NRF ) is a NBS × NRF matrix
whose columns are the NRF leading principal components
(eigenvectors) corresponding to the NRF strongest eigenvalues

of the matrix
∑K
k=1

(
INBS + ρ

∑K
j=1 ĥjĥ

†
j

)−1
ĥkĥ

†
k.

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix C.

IV. STATISTICAL CSIT

Statistical CSIT is preferable in FDD massive MIMO and
leveraged here as it varies over a longer timescale when com-
pared to the instantaneous channel variations, hence, substan-
tially reducing the required training sequences and feedback
overhead. Traditionally, in FDD systems, the acquisition of
channel statistics information at the transmitter is acquired
through long-term DL training sequences and low-rate UL
feedback. However, channel statistics reciprocity is being
leveraged for FDD systems more recently [24], [32]–[34].
This key observation eliminates the need for channel statistics
estimation and feedback in FDD systems, and results in
significant training and feedback overhead reduction. However,
a residual amount of multiuser interference remains due to
the impact of unknown instantaneous multipath components,
resulting in a performance saturation particularly at high SNR.
Therefore, in this section, V and W are designed based only
on the channel mean and reconstructed covariance statistics
via the maximization of a lower-bound on the average SLNR.

Proposition 6. A lower-bound on the average SLNR at the
kth user is derived as10

E [SLNRk] ≥
ρw†kV

†Reff, kV wk

w†kV
†
(
INBS + ρRres, k + ρ

∑
j 6=kRj

)
V wk

,

(20)
where Reff, k = Kk

Kk+1hLOS, kh
†
LOS, k + 1

Kk+1Σeff, k, Σeff, k =

U eff, kΛeff, kU
†
eff, k, Rres, k = 1

Kk+1Σres, k, Σres, k =

U res, kΛres, kU
†
res, k, and Rj =

Kj
Kj+1hLOS, jh

†
LOS, j+

1
Kj+1Σj .

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix D.

A. Baseband Precoder Design

The transmitter treats the reconstructed channel statistics as
the real ones, thus, from (20), the baseband precoder design

10This lower bound reduces to equality for a large number of antennas [22,
Eq. (10)].
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problem is formulated as

w?
k = argmax

wk

ρw†kV
†Reff, kV wk

w†k(V †V +ρ
∑
j 6=k V †Reff, jV )wk

s. t. ‖V wk‖2 = 1
. (21)

Proposition 7. The optimal digital precoder that maximizes
(21) is derived as

w?
k =

umax

[(
V †V + ρ

∑
j 6=k V

†Reff, jV
)−1

V †Reff, kV

]
∥∥∥∥V umax

[(
V †V + ρ

∑
j 6=k V

†Reff, jV
)−1

V †Reff, kV

]∥∥∥∥ .
(22)

Proof: The proof follows similar steps as the derivation
of Proposition 1.

Given w?
k in (22), the resultant lower-bound on E [SLNRk]

in (21) reduces to

E [SLNRk] ≥

ρλmax


V †V + ρ

∑
j 6=k

V †Reff, jV

−1 V †Reff, kV

 .
(23)

B. Analog Precoder Design

The optimization problem for the analog RF precoder V ?

is formulated as

V ? = argmax
V

K∑
k=1

E [SLNRk] (24)

where the lower-bound on E [SLNRk] is given in (23).

Proposition 8. A sub-optimal solution to the analog precoder
problem in (24) is derived as

V ? = U [1:NRF ]

 K∑
k=1

INBS + ρ

K∑
j=1

Reff, j

−1 Reff, k

 .
(25)

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix E.

V. TWO-STAGE CSIT

As was previously mentioned, relying exclusively on sta-
tistical CSIT creates a performance bottleneck, due to the
remaining multiuser interference; this, in turn, creates a satu-
ration of the spectral efficiency at high SNRs. Therefore, to
alleviate this issue, a two-stage precoding design technique
is developed here, where the analog precoder stage is de-
signed based on the knowledge of reduced rank statistical
CSIT to steer the beams towards the dominant eigendirec-
tions of the desired users while eliminating the impact of
multiuser interference in the statistical sense. Moreover, the
baseband precoder stage eliminates the multiuser interference
by utilizing only the instantaneous knowledge of a reduced

dimensionality effective channel. In particular, in the two-
stage CSIT structure, V is designed exploiting only ρ and
Reff, k ∀ k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}, while the design of W utilizes
the reduced dimensionality reconstructed effective channel
Ĥeff = V †Ĥ , where Ĥ =

[
ĥ1, ĥ2, . . . , ĥK

]
. Hence, rather

than acquiring NBS ×K instantaneous CSIT elements for Ĥ ,
the BS obtains only NRF × K instantaneous CSIT elements
for Ĥeff instead. This is a huge overhead reduction for the
estimation and feedback of the instantaneous CSIT as the DL
training and UL feedback overhead scales down to the fewer
number of RF chains (i.e., the number of scheduled users)
rather than the rank of the channel covariance matrix.

A. Baseband Precoder Design

The baseband precoder is designed based on the knowledge
of the reduced dimensionality reconstructed effective channel
Ĥeff = V †Ĥ . As such, the two-stage baseband precoder
problem formulation and derivations follow similar steps to
that of the full CSI case in (12) and (13).

Proposition 9. The optimal two-stage baseband precoder is
given as

w?
k =

(
V †V + ρ

∑
j 6=k V

†ĥjĥ
†
jV
)−1

V †ĥk∥∥∥∥V (V †V + ρ
∑
j 6=k V

†ĥjĥ
†
jV
)−1

V †ĥk

∥∥∥∥ . (26)

Proof: This is exactly similar to the derived optimal
baseband precoder in (13).

Note that in contrast to (13), V in (26) relies on statistical
CSIT. Therefore, the average of (14), E [SLNRk] is lower-
bounded as

E [SLNRk] = E

ρ ĥ†kV
V †V + ρ

∑
j 6=k

V †ĥjĥ
†
jV

−1 V †ĥk


(27)

= ρE

Tr


V †V + ρ

∑
j 6=k

V †ĥjĥ
†
jV

−1 V †ĥkĥ†kV



(28)

≥ ρTr


V †V + ρ

∑
j 6=k

V †Reff, jV

−1 V †Reff, kV

 ,

(29)

where the lower-bound in (29) is obtained by utilizing the
Jensen’s inequality through the convexity of the function.

B. Analog Precoder Design

The design of V relies on the dominant eigenspace channel
statistics information, hence, we utilize the sum of the average
SLNRk of all users introduced in (24) as our design metric.
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Proposition 10. A sub-optimal solution to the analog precoder
in (24) is derived as

V ? = U [1:NRF ]

 K∑
k=1

INBS + ρ

K∑
j=1

Reff, j

−1 Reff, k

 .
(30)

Proof: The proof follows similar steps to the derivations
of (25).

C. Extension to Multi-cell Systems
In this subsection, we introduce the extension of the pro-

posed precoders to the multi-cell scenario, i.e., L cells. In
[16] and [31], inter-cell interference (inter-group interference)
is being mitigated in the outer precoder by leveraging the
channel covariance information, presuming that users in the
same cell (group) share the same covariance statistics. On the
contrary, we propose a two-stage precoder, where we design
the analog precoder without such strong assumption, based on
the channel statistics information in order to reduce acquisition
and feedback overhead required for the digital precoder design.
The full and statistical CSIT scenarios are also considered.

The received signal at the kth user in cell j is given as

yjk = h†jjkxj +

L∑
l=1, l 6=j

√
1

βlj
h†ljkxl + njk, (31)

where hljk denotes the channel vector from the lth BS to the
kth user in cell j, distributed similarly to (1), βlj denotes the
path loss between the jth BS to the lth BS, assuming that
βjj = 1, xl is the transmit vector of BS l, given as xl =∑Kl
i=1

√
PliV lwlisli, njk is the AWGN, distributed as njk ∼

CN
(
0, σ2

)
, V l is the unconstrained analog precoder for BS

l, wli is the digital precoder for the ith user in BS l, sli is the
payload data symbol intended for the ith user in cell l, with
its equally allocated power Pli = P

Kl , and Kl is the number
of scheduled users in cell l. The received signal yjk in (31)
can be simplified as

yjk =
√
Pjkh

†
jjkV jwjksjk︸ ︷︷ ︸

desired signal

+

Kj∑
i=1, i 6=k

√
Pjih

†
jjkV jwjisji︸ ︷︷ ︸

intra-cell interference

+

L∑
l=1, l 6=j

Kl∑
i=1

√
Pli
βlj

h†ljkV lwlisli︸ ︷︷ ︸
inter-cell interference

+ njk︸︷︷︸
AWGN noise

. (32)

Therefore, the SINR at the kth user in cell j is written as

SINRjk =

ρj

∣∣∣h†jjkV jwjk

∣∣∣2
1 +

∑L
l=1

∑Kl
i=1

ρl
βli

∣∣∣h†ljkV lwli

∣∣∣2 − ρj ∣∣∣h†jjkV jwjk

∣∣∣2 ,
(33)

where ρl = P
Klσ2 . The per-cell sum spectral efficiency is given

as Rsum,j =
∑Kj
k=1 E [log2 (1 + SINRjk)].

Meanwhile, the SLNR at the kth user in cell j is defined as

SLNRjk =

ρj

∣∣∣h†jjkV jwjk

∣∣∣2
1 +

∑L
l=1

∑Kl
i=1

ρj
βjl

∣∣∣h†jliV jwjk

∣∣∣2 − ρj ∣∣∣h†jjkV jwjk

∣∣∣2 .
(34)

1) Full CSIT: The problem formulation for the digital and
analog precoders in multi-cell systems can be defined as
w?
jk = argmax

wjk

SLNRjk and V ?
j = argmax

V j

∑Kj
k=1 SLNRjk,

respectively, with the constraint that ‖V jwjk‖ = 1. Following
similar steps to the derivations of (13) and (19), it is straight-
forward to show that the digital and analog precoders can be
derived as in (35) and (36), shown at the top of next page.

2) Statistical CSIT: The problem formulation for the
digital and analog precoders in multi-cell systems can
be defined as w?

jk = argmax
wjk

E [SLNRjk] and V ?
j =

argmax
V j

∑Kj
k=1 E [SLNRjk], respectively, with the constraint

that ‖V jwjk‖ = 1. Following similar steps to the derivations
of (22) and (25), the digital precoder can be derived as in (37),
shown at the top of next page, while the analog precoder is
given as

V ?
j =

U [1:NRF ]

 Kj∑
k=1

(
INBS + ρj

L∑
l=1

Kl∑
i=1

1

βjl
Rjli

)−1
Rjjk

 .
(38)

3) Two-Stage CSIT: The problem formulation for wjk and
V j in multi-cell systems are given by w?

jk = argmax
wjk

SLNRjk

and V ?
j = argmax

V j

∑Kj
k=1 E [SLNRjk], respectively, with the

constraint that ‖V jwjk‖ = 1. Following similar steps to the
derivations of (26) and (30), the digital precoder can be derived
as in (39), shown at the top of next page, while the analog
precoder is written as

V ?
j =

U [1:NRF ]

 Kj∑
k=1

(
INBS + ρj

L∑
l=1

Kl∑
i=1

1

βjl
Rjli

)−1
Rjjk

 .
(40)

It is to be emphasized that the design of the w?
jk and V ?

j in
(39)-(40) are based on the knowledge of all multi-cell channel
statistics and effective channels Rjli, V †jhjli, respectively,
along with ρj and βjl ∀ k, l, i. In the single cell scenario,
i.e., L = 1, equations (39) and (40) reduce to (26) and (30),
respectively.

VI. USER SCHEDULING

Multiuser diversity could be leveraged to further enhance
the achievable sum spectral efficiency of the system. The
BS can intelligently schedule a subset of users to be served
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w?
jk =

(
V †jV j + ρjV

†
j

(∑L
l=1

∑Kl
i=1

1
βjl

hjlih
†
jli − hjjkh

†
jjk

)
V j

)−1
V †jhjjk∥∥∥∥V j

(
V †jV j + ρjV

†
j

(∑L
l=1

∑Kl
i=1

1
βjl

hjlih
†
jli − hjjkh

†
jjk

)
V j

)−1
V †jhjjk

∥∥∥∥ (35)

and

V ?
j = U [1:NRF ]

 Kj∑
k=1

(
INBS + ρj

L∑
l=1

Kl∑
i=1

1

βjl
hjlih

†
jli

)−1
hjjkh

†
jjk

 . (36)

w?
jk =

umax

[(
V †jV j + ρjV

†
j

(∑L
l=1

∑Kl
i=1

1
βjl

Rjli −Rjjk

)
V j

)−1
V †jRjjkV j

]
∥∥∥∥V jumax

[(
V †jV j + ρjV

†
j

(∑L
l=1

∑Kl
i=1

1
βjl

Rjli −Rjjk

)
V j

)−1
V †jRjjkV j

]∥∥∥∥ . (37)

w?
jk =

(
V †jV j + ρjV

†
j

(∑L
l=1

∑Kl
i=1

1
βjl

hjlih
†
jli − hjjkh

†
jjk

)
V j

)−1
V †jhjjk∥∥∥∥V j

(
V †jV j + ρjV

†
j

(∑L
l=1

∑Kl
i=1

1
βjl

hjlih
†
jli − hjjkh

†
jjk

)
V j

)−1
V †jhjjk

∥∥∥∥ . (39)

when the available number of users K � NRF , resulting in
S ⊂ {1, 2, , . . . , K} , |S| ≤ NRF scheduled users, where
S is the scheduler output and |S| is the cardinality of S.
In the presence of instantaneous CSIT, the BS utilizes both
the channel gain and direction information in order to further
improve the achievable sum spectral efficiency of the system,
i.e., the BS can select users with high channel gains and at
the same time spatially well separated in order to reduce
multiuser interference [35]–[37]. However, user scheduling
is a combinatorial optimization problem, where the optimal
user set S? requires a brute-force exhaustive search over all
possible combinations of user sets S, and the size of the search
space grows exponentially with the number of users K and
number of RF chains NRF through

∑NRF
i=1 K!/ (i! (K − i)!).

Owing to the prohibitive complexity of exhaustive search
over all sets of possible user combinations, low-complexity
sub-optimal user scheduling techniques are more desirable.
Specifically, in [36], the authors proposed a greedy user
scheduler based on ZF precoding, by projecting each user’s
channel from the users’ pool onto the orthogonal complement
of the subspace spanned by the scheduled users, where the user
with the highest projected channel is scheduled. The authors
in [37] extended the work in [36] by introducing a semi-
orthogonal user scheduler that enforces orthogonality amongst
the scheduled users.

Most previous works on user scheduling require full CSIT,
which is a fundamental bottleneck not only in FDD multiuser
massive MIMO systems, but also TDD systems when the
number of users K is large. More recently, a two-phase-
feedback user scheduler and precoder for FDD multiuser
massive MIMO systems was proposed in [35] for the two-
stage precoder. In this work, the scheduling of semi-orthogonal
users with large channel gain is introduced without full CSI
feedback from all users. Scheduling is done via orthogonal
reference beams utilizing only the channel covariance matrices

in the first phase. In the second phase, only scheduled users
are required to feedback their CSIT to further reduce multiuser
interference utilizing ZF precoding. However, the authors
assumed that all users in each group have the same channel
covariance matrix. Note that in order to have a group of users
that share the same channel covariance matrix, this by itself
is a user scheduling exercise that requires a massive number
of users [25].

Motivated by the proposed analog and baseband precoders,
we hereafter investigate three low-complexity leakage based
user scheduling algorithms. Firstly, a joint scheduler and
analog precoder followed by a baseband precoder based on
full CSIT of the reconstructed channels is introduced for
benchmarking. Second, in order to have the least possible
CSIT acquisition and feedback overhead at the cost of extra
multiuser interference, the statistical CSIT case is considered,
where the joint scheduler and analog precoder followed by
a baseband precoder are designed based on the reconstructed
channel statistics information. Finally, to alleviate the burden
of DL pilot training and UL feedback overhead required for
the one-stage full CSIT, and at the same time reduce the
negative impact of multiuser interference in the one-stage
statistical CSIT, a two-stage approach is proposed, where
the joint scheduler and beamformer stage leverages only the
reduced rank channel statistics information of the K users,
followed by a baseband precoder stage that relies on the
reduced dimensionality reconstructed effective channel of the
scheduled users.

More specifically, at any given time, the BS serves up to
NRF users concurrently. Let us denote the scheduler output as
S = {π (1) , π (2) , . . . , π (|S|)}, where π (i) is the index of
the ith scheduled user. Thus, here, yk and SINRk expressions
are defined similarly to (7) and (8), respectively, by replacing∑
j 6=k with

∑
j∈S, j 6=k.

Therefore, the achievable sum spectral efficiency of the
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Algorithm 1 Full CSIT User Scheduler
1) Initialization: Select the first scheduled user:

T = {1, 2, , . . . , K} (42)
S = {} (43)

π (1) = argmax
k∈T

∥∥∥ĥk∥∥∥ (44)

S ← S ∪ {π (1)} (45)
T ← T \ {π (1)} , (46)

where T is the K users pool, {} denotes the empty set and \
denotes remove or subtract.

2) While |S| < NRF , schedule the other users:

Ĥ (S) =
[
ĥπ(1), ĥπ(2), . . . , ĥπ(|S|)

]
(47)

π (|S|+ 1) =

argmax
k∈T

ĥ
†
k

(
INBS + ρ Ĥ (S) Ĥ

†
(S)
)−1

ĥk (48)

S ← S ∪ {π (|S|+ 1)} (49)
T ← T \ {π (|S|+ 1)} . (50)

3) RF Analog Precoder:

V ? = U [1:NRF ]

[∑
k∈S

(
INBS + ρ

∑
j∈S

ĥjĥ
†
j

)−1

ĥkĥ
†
k

]
.

(51)
4) Digital Baseband Precoder:

w?
k =

(
V †V + ρ

∑
j∈S, j 6=k V

†ĥjĥ
†
jV
)−1

V †ĥk∥∥∥∥V (V †V + ρ
∑
j∈S, j 6=k V

†ĥjĥ
†
jV
)−1

V †ĥk

∥∥∥∥ .
(52)

system is written as

Rsum (S) =
∑
k∈S

E [log2 (1 + SINRk)] . (41)

A. One-Stage Full CSIT User Scheduler

User scheduling in the full CSIT assumption for FDD
multiuser massive MIMO systems is infeasible due to the
overwhelming training symbols and feedback overhead re-
quired for the acquisition of instantaneous CSIT, which is
limited by the channel coherence time. Note that in practice
the channel is estimated at each user with the help of training
sequences and fed back to the BS through a dedicated finite
rate feedback channel. Therefore, the assumption of full CSIT
is impractical (and included here only for benchmarking) as
there will be inherently estimation and quantization errors that
depend on the pilot symbols’ length, power and codebook
length, respectively. Long training sequences with high power
and long codebook results in small error in the acquisition of
CSIT. However, this consumes huge amount of the channel
coherence time and system resources, leaving very small
fraction for the transmission of useful information. Given that
V and W in (19) and (13), respectively, are designed based
on the reconstructed channels, a low-complexity one-stage
instantaneous CSIT user scheduling approach is introduced in
Algrithm 1.

In full CSIT, the BS leverages both channel gain and
direction information for the proposed one-stage instantaneous
CSIT user scheduling approach. Therefore, in order to further

Algorithm 2 Statistical and Two-Stage CSIT User Scheduler
1) Initialization: Select the first two scheduled users:

T = {1, 2, , . . . , K} (53)
S = {} (54)

{π (1) , π (2)} = argmin
k & l∈T
k 6=l

∣∣∣u†max [Reff, k]umax [Reff, l]
∣∣∣ (55)

S ← S ∪ {π (1) , π (2)} (56)
T ← T \ {π (1) , π (2)} . (57)

2) While |S| < NRF , schedule the other users:

Ĥ (S) =
[
ĥπ(1), ĥπ(2), . . . , ĥπ(|S|)

]
(58)

π (|S|+ 1) =

argmax
k∈T

λmax

[(
INBS + ρ

∑
j∈S

Reff, j

)−1

Reff, k

]
(59)

S ← S ∪ {π (|S|+ 1)} (60)
T ← T \ {π (|S|+ 1)} . (61)

3) RF Analog Precoder:

V ? = U [1:NRF ]

[∑
k∈S

(
INBS + ρ

∑
j∈S

Reff, j

)−1

Reff, k

]
.

(62)
4) Digital Baseband Precoder (Statistical CSIT Case):

w
?
k =

umax

[(
V †V + ρ

∑
j∈S, j 6=k V †Reff, jV

)−1
V †Reff, kV

]
∥∥∥∥V umax

[(
V †V + ρ

∑
j∈S, j 6=k V †Reff, jV

)−1
V †Reff, kV

]∥∥∥∥ .
(63)

5) Digital Baseband Precoder (Two-Stage CSIT):

w?
k =

(
V †V + ρ

∑
j∈S, j 6=k V

†ĥjĥ
†
jV
)−1

V †ĥk∥∥∥∥V (V †V + ρ
∑
j∈S, j 6=k V

†ĥjĥ
†
jV
)−1

V †ĥk

∥∥∥∥ .
(64)

improve the achievable sum spectral efficiency, the BS sched-
ule users that have high channel gains and semi-orthogonal
to each other in order to reduce multiuser interference. More
specifically, step 1 selects the user with the strongest channel,
while step 2 successively (in every iteration) schedules the
user with the least leakage (highest SLNRk according to (48))
to the scheduled users in (47), then V and W are designed
in steps 3 and 4 respectively based on the scheduled users
Ĥ (S).

B. One-Stage Statistical CSIT User Scheduler

Exploiting statistical CSIT for FDD multiuser massive
MIMO systems is preferable as it incurs the least possible
training symbols and feedback overhead, especially when its
performance is close to the full CSIT case. Therefore, when the
performance gap between the full CSIT and statistical CSIT
is small, e.g., at low to medium SNRs and/or high multiuser
diversity K and number of BS antennas NBS , statistical
CSIT is far more desirable. In contrast to full CSIT, only
channels statistics directional information are leveraged here
through the long-term first and reduced rank second order
channel statistics. Thus, users are scheduled only based on
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Figure 1. The sum spectral efficiency versus the SNR for the unconstrained
V and constrained F precoders, with NBS = 64, and K = NRF = 10
users.

their statistical degree of orthogonality, i.e., semi-orthogonal
dominant eigendirections are selected. Hence, based on the
derived V and W in (25) and (22), respectively, a low-
complexity one-stage statistical CSIT user scheduler is envi-
sioned in Algorithm 2.

In the case of one-stage statistical CSIT, due to the lack of
channel gain information, the BS leverages only the channel
statistics (reconstructed statistical eigendirections) information
to schedule users. Firstly, two users which have the highest
degree of statistical semi-orthogonality are scheduled in step
1 according to (55). Then, successively, the user which has
the least leakage to the scheduled users according to (59)
is scheduled in step 2. Hence, V and W are designed in
steps 3 and 4 respectively based on the reconstructed channel
statistics of the scheduled users Ĥ (S). Therefore, in the
presence of statistical multiuser diversity, the BS can schedule
users that have the least leakage and have non overlapping
angular support based only on statistical CSIT, thus resulting
in U †iU j → 0 ∀ i 6= j asymptotically for a large number of
users K and BS antennas.

C. Algorithm 3: Two-Stage CSIT User Scheduler

The rationale behind the two-stage CSIT approach is jus-
tified by the gap between the considered one-stage CSIT
extremes, the full and statistical CSIT approaches. If the gap
is huge, e.g., at high SNRs and low number of BS antennas
and multiuser diversity K, the statistical CSIT case saturates
and cannot provide any sum spectral efficiency improvement
at high SNRs. Therefore, in this case, based on the derived
V and W in (30) and (26), respectively, a two-stage CSIT
user scheduling approach is proposed in Algorithm 2. In the
first-stage, we jointly schedule users and design the analog pre-
coder based on the dominant eigenspace reconstructed channel
statistics information. Statistical multiuser diversity provides
several statistical eigenspaces (channel statistics eigendirec-
tions) which are leveraged here to schedule statistically semi-
orthogonal users, i.e., steps 1-3 in Algorithm 2, whereas in
the second-stage, full CSIT of the reduced dimensionality
reconstructed effective channels V †ĥj , j = 1, . . . , |S| of the
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Figure 2. The sum spectral efficiency versus the Rician K-factor for the
unconstrained precoder V , with ∆k = 10o ∀ k, ρ = 10 dB, NBS = 32,
and K = NRF = 10 users.

scheduled users are acquired and fed back to the BS, through
which the baseband precoder is designed in step 5.

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, a set of numerical results are provided to
evaluate the performance of the proposed analog and baseband
precoders. In our simulations, we set φk ∼ U

(
−π2 ,

π
2

)
, ∆k =

15o ∀ k, and Kk = 10 dB ∀ k except for Fig. 2.11

In Fig. 1, the achievable sum spectral efficiency of the
proposed precoders are shown for the unconstrained analog
precoder V and constrained analog precoder F . The results
of Figs. 1-2 are based on the full knowledge of Rk, hk ∀ k,
i.e., utilizing all rk nonzero eigenvalues and the corresponding
eigenvectors of the channel covariace matrices. It is clearly
seen that the performance of the proposed unconstrained
and constrained precoders are very close. The sum spectral
efficiency is evaluated by substituting the resultant SINRk
from (8) into (9). The full CSIT scenario is evaluated by
substituting (13) and (19) into (8) for the unconstrained case,
while utilizing F derived from (19) according to (11) for the
constrained case. In addition, the statistical CSIT scenario
is estimated by substituting (22) and (25) into (8) for the
unconstrained case, while exploiting F derived from (25)
according to (11) for the constrained case. Furthermore, the
two-stage CSIT scenario is analyzed by substituting (26) and
(30) into (8) for the unconstrained case, while using F derived
from (30) according to (11) for the constrained case.

The achievable sum spectral efficiency of the proposed
two-stage CSIT precoder is very close to that of its full
CSIT counterpart, whereas the performance of the statistical
CSIT scenario saturates at high SNRs. This comes at a
remarkably less number of DL training sequences and UL
feedback overhead. Traditionally, the full CSIT case acquires
NBS × K instantaneous CSIT elements for H at the BS.
However, given that correlated massive MIMO channels are
rank deficient, the full CSIT case acquires about

∑K
k=1 rk ≤

max (r1, . . . , rK)×K instantaneous CSIT elements for H at

11In order to evaluate the average sum spectral efficiency over different user
locations, the sum spectral efficiency is averaged over random AoDs herein.
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Figure 3. The sum spectral efficiency versus the SNR for the dominant
eigenspace reconstructed channel, with NBS = 64, and K = NRF = 10
users.

the BS, which requires a proportional number of DL training
sequences and UL feedback overhead. On the other hand,
the two-stage CSIT scenario acquires only NRF × K (where
NRF � max (r1, . . . , rK)) instantaneous CSIT elements
for Heff = V †H at the BS. Therefore, for every channel
coherence block, with the settings of Fig. 1, it was found that
the highest possible rank is max (r1, . . . , rK) = 50, hence,
in this case, the full CSIT precoder acquires at most 50× 10
channel elements while the two-stage CSIT precoder acquires
only 10×10 channel elements. This is a substantial reduction
in the number of DL training sequences and UL feedback
overhead. Nevertheless, statistical CSIT has the least overhead
burden as the channel statistics remain fixed over multiple
channel coherence intervals.

Fig. 2 presents the sum spectral efficiency versus the Rician
K-factor for the unconstrained analog precoder V . In contrast
to the full CSIT case, the Rician K-factor has a higher impact
on the statistical and two-stage CSIT scenarios, where a
significant performance improvement is noticed as a result of
higher Rician K-factor. This is expected as statistical CSIT
relies solely on the first and second order channel statistics,
whereas the analog precoding stage in the two-stage CSIT
precoder depend on the channel statistics information. For
comparison purposes, the MRT beamformer derived in [23,
Theorem 1] is considered from the literature.

In Fig. 3, the achievable sum spectral efficiency of the
proposed precoders for the dominant eigenspace reconstructed
channel (6), is shown for the constrained analog precoder F .
The sum spectral efficiency is analyzed here by substituting
the SINRk from (8) into (9). The SINRk in (8) quantifies
the impact of the remaining residual channel error on the
performance of the system. The reconstructed channel of
each user leverages only the reff, k (based on (5)) dominant
eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors, whereas the
classical case utilizes all the rk nonzero eigenvalues and
their corresponding eigenvectors which consumes considerable
amount of unnecessary downlink training and uplink feedback
overhead. The inefficiency of exploiting rk is clearly seen
from Fig. 3 through its tightness with the proposed reff, k.
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Figure 4. The sum spectral efficiency versus an arbitrarily chosen rank for
the dominant eigenspace reconstructed channel with ρ = 15 dB, NBS = 64,
and K = NRF = 10 users.
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Figure 5. The sum spectral efficiency versus the SNR for the constrained
precoder F , with NBS = 64 , K = 10 & 100 users and K = NRF = 10
scheduled users.

For finite size codebooks, in contrast to using rk channel
eigenmodes, utilizing only reff, k dominant eigenmodes would
result in extremely less quantization errors, thus resulting in
higher system performance.

Fig. 4 depicts the achievable sum spectral efficiency versus
an arbitrarily chosen rank (rk = r ∀ k) which is used for
the dominant eigenspace reconstructed channel. The impact
of arbitrarily choosing the rank (number of dominant eigendi-
rections) to reconstruct the channel covariance matrices and
their channels is clearly seen. A substantial performance im-
provement is noticed for the full and two-stage CSIT scenarios
as the rank increases until saturation beyond a given rank. The
specified rank beyond which the performance saturates is the
optimal rank, which is about r = 27 in these settings. This
matches very well with the proposed effective rank reff, k in
(5), that is given in Definition 2. The key point here is that
the same spectral efficiency performance could be attained
with the least possible DL training sequences and UL feed-
back overhead, that is only proportionate to reff, k. However,
statistical CSIT shows a marginal performance improvement
with the rank before ceiling. This is expected as statistical
CSIT utilizes only the dominant eigenmode of the channel
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Figure 6. The sum spectral efficiency versus the number of users for the
constrained precoder F with ρ = 15 dB, NBS = 16 & 64, and K =
NRF = 10 scheduled users.

correlation matrix.
In Fig. 5, the sum spectral efficiency versus the SNR for

the dominant eigenspace reconstructed channels is presented,
where K users are scheduled from the available number of
users K. The positive impact of user scheduling on the
achievable sum spectral efficiency is clearly seen, where a
remarkable performance improvement is observed as a result
of user scheduling. The quantification of the gap between the
one-stage full and statistical CSIT user schedulers determines
the importance of the two-stage CSIT user scheduler. We
first point out that the one-stage full CSIT user scheduler
acquires

∑K
k=1 reff, k instantaneous CSIT elements for Ĥ at

the BS, while the two-stage CSIT user scheduler acquires only
NRF×K instantaneous CSIT elements for Ĥeff = V †Ĥ , with
the emphasis that NRF � reff, k � NBS and K ≤ NRF �
K. On the other hand, there are no instantaneous CSIT
requirements for the one-stage statistical CSIT user scheduler.
Our purpose here is to show that when the performance of the
one-stage statistical CSIT user scheduler approaches that of
the two-stage CSIT user scheduler, i.e., if the gap between the
one-stage statistical CSIT and two-stage CSIT user schedulers
is small, then the one-stage statistical CSIT user scheduler is
far more desirable, whereas the proposed two-stage CSIT user
scheduler is justifiable if the gap is huge. It is to be emphasized
that the performance loss due to the DL training sequences and
UL feedback overhead has not been taken into account in (9)
and (41).

Fig. 5 shows that in the presence of massive MIMO systems,
very little spectral efficiency improvement is seen by the one-
stage instantaneous and the two-stage CSIT user schedulers,
while the one-stage statistical CSIT user scheduler shows
remarkable performance enhancement, that works very close
to the two-stage CSIT user scheduler at higher SNRs. For
example, with statistical multiuser diversity of K = 100 users
where only K = 10 users are scheduled, the performance
of the one-stage statistical CSIT user scheduler approaches
that of the two-stage CSIT user scheduler when ρ ≤ 10 dB.
However, without multiuser diversity, the performance gap is
very small only when ρ ≤ 5 dB with increasingly higher gap
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Figure 7. The sum spectral efficiency versus the SNR for the constrained
precoder F , with K = 100 users, and K = NRF = 4 scheduled users.
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Figure 8. The per-cell sum spectral efficiency versus the SNR for multi-cell
systems with the unconstrained precoder V , for NBS = 32, βjl = 20 ∀ l 6=
j, L = 3, and Kl = NRF = 4 ∀ l.

at higher SNRs. This is thanks to the multiuser eigenspace
diversity which at asymptotically high K and NBS , results
in scheduling users that have nearly orthogonal eigenspaces
U †iU j → 0 ∀ i 6= j without any instantaneous CSIT.

In Fig. 6, the effect of multiuser diversity K on the sum
spectral efficiency performance is shown. It is clearly seen
that multiuser diversity has huge impact on the sum spectral
efficiency at lower number of BS antennas, while very little
impact on the performance of one-stage full CSIT and two-
stage CSIT user schedulers at massive number of BS antennas.
However, the one-stage statistical CSIT user scheduler still
shows remarkable performance improvement, reducing the gap
with its two-stage CSIT user scheduler counterpart.

Fig. 7 shows the sum spectral efficiency performance com-
parison between the proposed user scheduling in Algorithm 1
and greedy ZF user selection algorithm proposed in [36]. Due
to the two-stage nature of our system model, the proposed
ZF precoder in (16) is utilized here instead. It is clearly seen
that for low to medium number of BS antennas, the proposed
leakage based algorithm outperforms the greedy ZF algorithm,
whereas at high number of BS antennas, the performance
of these two schedulers coincide. However, this comes with
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the merit of outstanding reduction in CSIT acquisition and
feedback overhead.

In Fig. 8, the per-cell sum spectral efficiency of the proposed
analog and digital precoders in multi-cell systems are shown
for the unconstrained analog precoder V . The negative impact
of inter-cell interference is clearly seen when compared to
the single cell scenario (L = 1). For comparison with the
literature, the multi-cell minimum mean squared error (M-
MMSE) precoder, proposed for the traditional fully digital
structure in [38, Eq. (37)] is included. The performance of
the proposed hybrid precoding with full CSIT matches that
of the M-MMSE precoder from the literature. This not only
comes with substantially less cost and power consumption, but
also reduced training pilots and feedback overhead. However,
due to the effect of inter-cell and intra-cell interferences, the
performances of the proposed two-stage CSIT and statistical
CSIT saturate at high SNRs.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

A new hybrid precoding technique that leverages the recon-
structed reduced rank long-term channel statistics to jointly
design a scheduler and analog precoder was proposed for
FDD multiuser massive MIMO systems. Moreover, two CSIT
scenarios were considered for the digital precoder design, the
statistical CSIT and full CSIT of the reduced dimensionality
reconstructed effective channel. Exploiting the rank deficiency
of the per-user channel covariance matrix, a reconstructed
channel with its covariance statistics based on a reduced
effective rank was developed. The analog and digital precoders
were jointly derived by utilizing the SLNR metric. The motiva-
tion for developing the two-stage CSIT beamformer was based
on the performance gap between the full CSIT and statistical
CSIT beamformers. It was clearly shown that the sum spectral
efficiency of the unconstrained analog precoder performs very
close to that of the constrained analog precoder. Furthermore,
the performance of the proposed two-stage CSIT beamformer
is very close to that of the full CSIT beamformer with
the merit of outstanding reduction in CSIT acquisition and
feedback overhead. Finally, with the aid of the proposed analog
and digital precoders, a low-complexity one-stage statistical
CSIT user scheduler and two-stage CSIT user scheduler were
proposed to further enhance the sum spectral efficiency by
utilizing the concept of statistical multiuser diversity.

APPENDIX A
PROOF FOR LEMMA 3

The generalized Rayleigh quotient problem in (12) is ef-
ficiently solved by the generalized eigenvalue decomposition
method, as follows: An equivalent desired formulation for the
unconstrained problem in (12) can be re-written as

w?
k = argmax

wk

w†kV
†ĥkĥ

†
kV wk

s. t. w†k

(
V †V + ρ

∑
j 6=k V

†ĥjĥ
†
jV
)
wk = c

(65)
where c is constant.

This problem can be easily solved using the Lagrange
multiplier, as follows

L (wk) = w†kV
†ĥkĥ

†
kV wk−

κ

w†k

V †V + ρ
∑
j 6=k

V †ĥjĥ
†
jV

wk − c

 (66)

where κ is the Lagrange multiplier.
Therefore, once we maximize with respect to wk, we get

V †ĥkĥ
†
kV wk = κ

V †V + ρ
∑
j 6=k

V †ĥjĥ
†
jV

wk. (67)

This is a generalized eigenvalue problem, i.e.,
w?
k is the generalized eigenvector corresponding

to the largest generalized eigenvalue λmax of{
V †ĥkĥ

†
kV , V

†V + ρ
∑
j 6=k V

†ĥjĥ
†
jV
}

. Given that(
V †V + ρ

∑
j 6=k V

†ĥjĥ
†
jV
)

is invertible, the generalized
eigenvalue problem reduces to the standard eigenvalue
problem. Hence, (67) reduces toV †V + ρ

∑
j 6=k

V †ĥjĥ
†
jV

−1 V †ĥkĥ†kV wk = κwk.

(68)
Therefore, the optimal baseband precoder is derived as

w?
k = βumax


V †V + ρ

∑
j 6=k

V †ĥjĥ
†
jV

−1 V †ĥkĥ†kV


= β

V †V + ρ
∑
j 6=k

V †ĥjĥ
†
jV

−1 V †ĥk, (69)

where β is a normalization constant that satisfies the power
constraint ‖V w?

k‖
2
= 1. Therefore, once taking this normal-

ization into account, (69) reduces to (13), and this concludes
the proof.

APPENDIX B
PROOF FOR COROLLARY 4

The optimal solution for (15) is achieved by utilizing the
maximal-ratio combining (MRC) principle, in the following
form wk =

P⊥k V †ĥk

‖V P⊥k V †ĥk‖ , where both constraints are exploited
in this form, more specifically, 1) the null-space projection
matrix P⊥k guarantees that wk ⊥ V †Ĥk (due to the fact that
ĥ
†
kV wj = 0 ∀ k 6= j), 2) the division by

∥∥∥V P⊥k V
†ĥk

∥∥∥
satisfies the norm constraint on wk, such that ‖V wk‖2 = 1.
This concludes the proof.

In light of comparison between (13) and the ZF scheme, we
use the Woodbury matrix identity, as follows

(I +AB)
−1

= I −A (I +BA)
−1

B (70)

Exploiting the fact that the analog precoder satisfies V †V ≈
INBS when NBS is large [17], (69) can be simplified as in
(71) and (72), shown at the top of next page.
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β

INRF + ρ
∑
j 6=k

V †ĥjĥ
†
jV

−1 V †ĥk = β
(
INRF + ρV †ĤkĤ

†
kV
)−1

V †ĥk (71)

= β

(
INRF − V †Ĥk

(
1

ρ
INRF + Ĥ

†
kV V †Ĥk

)−1
Ĥ
†
kV

)
V †ĥk. (72)

APPENDIX C
PROOF FOR PROPOSITION 5

Utilizing the identity x†Ax = Tr
(
Axx†

)
, equation (18) is

re-written as

K∑
k=1

SLNRk

=

K∑
k=1

ρh†kV

V †V + ρ
∑
j 6=k

V †ĥjĥ
†
jV

−1 V †ĥk
= ρTr

 K∑
k=1

V †V + ρ
∑
j 6=k

V †ĥjĥ
†
jV

−1 V †ĥkĥ†kV


≥ ρTr

 K∑
k=1

V †V + ρ

U∑
j=1

V †ĥjĥ
†
jV

−1 V †ĥkĥ†kV

(73)

where the inequality in (73) comes from the rank-1 per-
turbation lemma. We emphasize that the introduced rank-1
perturbation lemma entails almost sure convergence as the
number of BS antennas approaches infinity [3].

Hence, a sub-optimal solution to the analog precoder V is
given as

V ? =

argmax
V

Tr

 K∑
k=1

(
V †V + ρ

K∑
j=1

V †ĥjĥ
†
jV

)−1

V †ĥkĥ
†
kV

 .

(74)

With the aid of (67)-(68), we can re-write(
V †BV

)−1
V †AV = V †B−1AV , hence, (74) reduces to

[39, Eq. (7)]

V ? =

argmax
V †V =I

Tr

V †
K∑
k=1

INBS + ρ

K∑
j=1

ĥjĥ
†
j

−1 ĥkĥ†kV
 .

(75)

The optimal solution to (75) is the NBS × NRF
matrix containing the NRF leading eigenvectors associ-
ated with the NRF strongest eigenvalues of the matrix∑K
k=1

(
INBS + ρ

∑K
j=1 ĥjĥ

†
j

)−1
ĥkĥ

†
k [39], [40].

APPENDIX D
PROOF FOR PROPOSITION 6

From (10), in statistical CSIT, V and wk are deterministic
and do not depend on the instantaneous variations of hk,
hence, the average SLNRk is expressed as

E [SLNRk]

= E

 ρw†kV
†ĥkĥ

†
kV wk

1 + ρw†kV
†h̃kh̃

†
kV wk + ρ

∑
j 6=kw

†
kV
†hjh

†
jV wk


(76)

= E
[
ρw†kV

†ĥkĥ
†
kV wk

]
×

E

 1

w†kV
†
(
INBS + ρh̃kh̃

†
k + ρ

∑
j 6=k hjh

†
j

)
V wk

 (77)

≥
ρw†kV

†E
[
ĥkĥ

†
k

]
V wk

w†kV
†
(
INBS + ρE

[
h̃kh̃

†
k

]
+ ρ

∑
j 6=k E

[
hjh

†
j

])
V wk

.

(78)

The equality in (77) utilizes the independence between the
numerator and denominator of SLNRk in (76), while the
inequality in (78) results from Jensen’s inequality through the
convexity of the function f (x) = 1

x , ∀x ≥ 0. Once evaluating
the expectations in (78), we arrive at the desired result in (20).

APPENDIX E
PROOF FOR PROPOSITION 8

We first recall the identity
K∑
k=1

λmax (Reff, k) ≤ Tr

( K∑
k=1

Reff, k

)
. (79)

From (23)-(24), a sub-optimal formulation for the analog
precoder V ? is defined as

V ? =

argmax
V

K∑
k=1

Tr

V †V + ρ
∑
j 6=k

V †Reff, jV

−1

V †Reff, kV

 .

(80)

Consequently, by following similar steps with the derivation
of (19), we arrive at (25), and this concludes the proof.
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